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GROUPS AND FIELDS INTERPRETABLE
IN SEPARABLYCLOSED FIELDS
MARGIT MESSMER
Abstract.
We prove that any infinite group interpretable in a separably closed
field F of finite Ersov-invariant is definably isomorphic to an F-algebraic
group. Using this result we show that any infinite field K interpretable in
a separably closed field F is itself separably closed; in particular, in the finite
invariant case K is definably isomorphic to a finite extension of F .

This paper answers a question raised by D. Marker, whose help and guidance
made this work possible. I would like to thank A. Pillay for helpful discussions,
and E. Hrushovski for pointing out mistakes in the first version of this paper.

1. Introduction
It is well known in model theory that any infinite superstable field is alge-

braically closed, by results of A. Macintyre [10], G. Cherlin and S. Shelah [4].
Separably closed fields are the only other known stable fields. Furthermore, by
results of A. Weil, E. Hrushovski, and L. van den Dries (see [17, 15, 16, 2]),
we know that any infinite group interpretable in an algebraically closed field is
definably isomorphic to an algebraic group, and any infinite field interpretable
in an algebraically closed field K is definably isomorphic to K. So the main
two theorems of this paper (2.6 and 3.6) are analogues of these results in the
setting of separably closed fields. Moreover, since all structures interpretable in
a stable theory are also stable, result 3.6 supports the open conjecture that all
stable fields are separably closed.
We assume some knowledge about the model theory of separably closed fields
as developed in [18, 7, 14 and 5], and familiarity with some basic concepts of
linear algebraic groups, see [8 and 1].
A field F is said to be separably closed if it has no proper separable algebraic
extension. We fix the characteristic to be p ^ 0 for all fields under discussion.
(Note: A field of characteristic 0 is separably closed iff it is algebraically closed.)
For the subfield Fp of all pth powers the index [F : Fp] is either infinite or
pe for some e < co ; we say that Ersov-invariant (or degree of imperfection) of
F is infinite or e, accordingly, and call SCFe the theory of separably closed
fields (of characteristic p) of invariant e (e e coo {oo}). (Note: SCFo = the
theory of algebraically closed fields.) SCFe is complete, (see [7]), and stable

(see [18]).
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x = x.

Figure 1

Up to §4 we fix 1 < e < co, a monster model JP of SCFe and F -<JP. We
expand the language of fields as follows:
A set {ax, ... , ae} c F is called a p-basis of F if the set of p-monomials
{ri/=i aT : 0 < m, < /?} = {mo = 1, mx, ... , mpe_x} forms a vector space basis
for F over Fp . We work in the first-order language SP = {+,-,•
,~x , 0, \}li
{ax, ... , ae} U {Xa: a e (pe)<(0} , where ax, ... , ae are names for a fixed pbasis and Xa are unary function symbols interpreted as follows:
i

XU)(x)= xU)

for;e{0,

-i}iff*=£

xU)mJ
;=0

For a e (pe)<0}: ka-U){x) = X(j)(Xa(x)) = x0~{J) [X0(x) = x0 = x], i.e., to

x e F there is associated a tree as in Figure 1.
Note:
All Xa are definable in the field language together with ax, ... ,ae
xi~, . m j ; in particular x is interdefinable with the elements
of any one level of its tree.
• For F 1=SCFe and X c JP define F(X) = F(x„ : x e X, a e (pe)<0}).
It is easy to see that F(X) is closed under the ACT-functions.Therefore,

= Z%

by [14, Proposition 1] or [5, pp. 23-24], the separable closure of F(X)
is a model of SCFe, in fact the prime model over F u X. This shows
that F(X) = dcl(¿ u X), the definable closure of F u X.
In the language SP, SCFe eliminates quantifiers (see [5, Proposition 35]). In
fact there is a 1-1 correspondence between complete 1-types over F and certain
prime ideals in F[Xa: a e (pe)<0}] given by

IE(tp(x)/F)

= {f(Xai ,...,Xam)eF[Xa:oe

(pe)<(0]: f(x7) = 0}

(for details see [5]). Moreover, SCFe has elimination of imaginarles (only for
e < co), since we added names for a p-basis to the language (see [5, Proposition
43]). This means that any structure interpretable in F is definably isomorphic
to a definable structure, where by an interpretable structure we mean a structure given as a definable set modulo some definable equivalence relation (e.g. a
definable group modulo some definable normal subgroup).
Variety structures. We introduce two different topologies on Fxn , the set of
«-tuples over F (we also write F" for ¿x" if clear from the context).
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F-Zariski topology. A subset A ç Fx" is called F-closed if there are polynomials fx,... , fm e F[XX,..., Xn], meco, such that

A = {x e Fxn : fi(x) = 0 for i = 1,...,

m).

V = Vxu • • • u Vk is called a variety in F if there are ¿-closed 'charts'
U¡ ç Fxn and bijections f¡: V¡ -> U¡ such that Uy = f¡(Vi n F,) are ¿-open
subsets of Ui and such that the fy = fj°f¡->: Uy -* Uj¡ are rational functions

over F, for I < i, j <k .
Note. Any ¿-open set B ç Fxn is a variety in ¿ as follows: If B is defined by

V*i M*) Ï 0 then let V = {x e B: f(x) ¿ 0} and set U¡ = {(3c,y): /¡(J) •
y - 1 = 0} ç ¿"+1, Ify - {(3c,y) e W. fj(x) ± 0}, and fy. (x,y) ~
(x,fj(x)-x).
(G, •) is an F-algebraic group if G is a variety in F such that the maps
(x, y) i-, x • y and x i-, x~x are morphisms with respect to the ¿-Zariski
topology, i.e., are locally ¿-rational functions. Note: This notion of an ¿algebraic group differs from the one of an ¿- (or k-) group commonly used
in algebraic group theory, as for example in [1, 1.1], in the sense that here the
universal domain is a separably, not algebraically, closed field.
To describe all definable sets we need a finer topology.
X-topology. A subset A ç Fxn is called basic X-closed if there are finitely many
polynomials

f e F[XXa, ... , X„o:a e (pe)<0}] such that

A = \xeFxn:

f\fi(xXo] ,...

,xXai,...,xnOi,...,xna¡)

= 0\ .

Basic X-open sets are complements of basic A-closed sets. Note that this topology is not noetherian; A-closed sets are countable intersections of basic A-closed
sets.
X-varieties are defined in analogy to varieties in F, where the charts U¡ are
basic /l-closed, the i/,/s are basic A-open, the fi/s are rational functions over
F as before in the 3c e Uy (not in the expanded tuples). A X-algebraic group
is a A-variety such that multiplication and inversion are ¿-rational functions
on each chart. Note:
1. A ¿-variety is irreducible iff it is irreducible with respect to basic Xclosed sets.
2. The A-topology can be considered as a refinement of countably many
Xm-topologies defined as follows: AOT-closedsets are of the form {x e
Fxn■

Ati

//(*!.,

> • • • - xXaM,...,

xnoi ,...,

xn„M) = 0} , where

f

e

F[XXa, ... , X„a: \a\ < m]. Define Xm-varietiesand Xm-algebraicgroups

accordingly. Notice that the Xq-topology is the ¿-Zariski topology, and
all Am-topologiesare noetherian. Furthermore, G is a A-algebraic group
iff there is m < co such that G is a ¿„¡-algebraic group.
Quantifier elimination implies (see [5, Proposition 35]) that every formula
<P(3c)over F defines a set of the form U/=i(0, n Q) where the O, are basic A-open, the C, basic A-closed. Without loss of generality we can assume
that there is I < co such that all 0, and C, are defined by polynomials in
F[XXa, ... , X„a: length(cr) = \a\ = I], by replacing any x¡, by the correspond-

ing term in the x,/s, where / is the maximal length of all occurring t's.
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There is an obvious but somewhat crucial connection between these two

topologies:
Lemma 1.1. Given finitely many basic X-closed sets Ax, ... , Ak ç Fxn , there
exists m < co and a definable bijection <J>:¿x"->¿xm
such that Q>(AX),... ,

0>(Ak) are F-closed.
Proof. Using the remark above we can assume that all A¡ are defined by polynomials in I,,,
1 < i < n, |cr| = /. Set m = n • pe'1 = n • q and define 0:Fxn

-,

Fxm

by <D(... , x,, ...)

= (... , x^,

... , xi<!q, ...)

where

{ax, ... , oq} —{0, ... , pe - I}1. So the image of a set defined by polynomials
f e F[Xa: \a\ = I] is defined by the same polynomials viewed as elements of
F[Yx,...,Ym].
D

2. The groups
Let G be an infinite group interpretable, hence definable, in SCFe. To prove
that G can be definably equipped with the structure of an ¿-algebraic group,
we follow the lines of the proof for the corresponding theorem for algebraically
closed fields (see [2, 15, 16, 12, 17]). We first find a A-algebraic group structure
on G, and then turn G into an ¿-algebraic group using Lemma 1.1. G is a
stable group as it is definable in the stable theory SCFe. So we can apply the
concept of generic types to G, introduced by Poizat.
Let G be a stable group.
(A) A type p over G is called generic (for G) iff for every formula <p(x) e p
finitely many translates of tp cover G ; i.e., there are ax, ... , am e G

such that G 1=Vx(V™■<p(a~x• x)) ; see [12, Chapter 5]. Note that if y
is a realization of a generic type over G, then so is y~x and y • x for
every x e G.
(B) G° denotes the intersection of all definable subgroups of G of finite
index. We call G° the connected component of G. G is said to be
connected iff G° = G; see [12, p. 25].
(C) The generic types of G are in one-to-one correspondence with the cosets
of G modulo G° ; see [12, Proposition 5.9].
We need a few preliminary lemmas.
Lemma 2.1. A definable subgroup H of a X-algebraic group G is basic X-closed
in G, hence itself a X-algebraic group.

Proof. We find m < co such that G is a Xm-algebraic group and H is of the
form U¿(0¿ n C/), where 0¡, C¡ are Am-open, Am-closed, respectively. So H
is a constructible subgroup of G with respect to the Am-topology in the sense of
[1, AG.1.3]. As in [1, Proposition 1.3(c)], it follows that H is Am-closedin G.
Hence H itself is a Am-algebraic group, and therefore a A-algebraic group. D
Note. The same proof as in [12, 4.e.6] shows that if G is a A-variety such that
multiplication is locally an ¿-rational function then G is definably isomorphic
to a A-algebraic group.
Lemma 2.2. Any infinite group G definable in F N SCFe is connected-by-finite;

i.e., [G:G°]<co.
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Proof. Suppose G is a definable subset of ¿x". There is a definable injection
*P from ¿x" to F (and from the set of «-types to the set of 1-types) given by
n

xV(xx,... ,x„) = ^2Xi ™i
1=1

where / is such that pl'e > n and {mx, ... , mp¡.e} is the set of p'-monomials

over {ax, ... , ae} , hence a basis of F over Fp . So 4*(x) is an element, the
/th level of whose tree is (xx, ... , xn,0, ... ,0). Therefore, without loss of
generality, we can assume that G is a definable subset of ¿ . By [5, Proposition
44] there are a finite number of 'maximal types' (or minimal ideals) containing
a given formula, which are the only candidates for being generic types of G.
So by remark (C), G is connected-by-finite. D

Now, since G is covered by finitely many cosets of G° , the same argument
as in [12, 4.e.9], together with Lemma 2.1, gives

Corollary 2.3. If G is an infinite group definable in F N SCFe such that the
connected component G° of G is definably isomorphic to a X-algebraic group,

then so is G.
To prove the following proposition, we use the same idea as for algebraically
closed fields of characteristic p ; here the Xa-functions play the role of the
p"th root functions. (Notice: If a: is a pn\h power, then x@ o) = "Vx for

1(0,...,0)| = «.)
Proposition 2.4. Let (G, o) be a connected group definable in JP. Then G
is definably isomorphic to a group (G', *) such that for independent generic
elements a, b e G', the map (a,b)\-, a*b is a rational function.
Proof. As in Lemma 2.2 we can assume that G c JP, with G and its group
operation defined over some countable F <JP. Let 4>(x) define G over F.

Let K be cox-saturatedwith F -< K -<JP, and let G(K) = G n K, the group
<I>defines in K. For x, y e G, x oy e dcl(¿ U {x, y}) = F(x, y). Recall
F(x,

y) — F(xa,

ya: a e (pe)<0}). By compactness

and the usual replacing

process we find finitely many rational functions R¡ e F(Xa, Ya: \a\ = /) such
that for all x, y e G, x o y e {R¡(xat,...,
x„N, y„x,...,
yaií): 1 < i < n} ;
i.e.,

JP 1=Vx,y l<D(jc)
A<D(j)-,\JXoy = RtQÇ,y¿)\
where 'o' is given by a formula over F.

Now let g e G be generic over K

and define K((g)) = K(ao gob:a,b
e G(K)). By the above K((g)) ç
K(gT: |t| = 21). So K((g)) is a subfield of a finitely generated field over K,
hence itself finitely generated. Hence there are finitely many rational functions Qi e K(XT: |t| = 21) such that K((g)) = K(cx, ... , cm) and c¡ =
Qi(gr,, ■■•, grL) = Qi(gl), with |t| = 2/. Now define the function /: G ->
JPm+x by f(x) = (x, <2i(3c7),... , Öm(3c7)).[If Qi(x¡) is not defined set it
equal to zero.] Clearly the image of (G, o), say (G', *), is definably isomorphic to G, if we define '*' appropriately. G' will turn out to have the desired
property.
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Figure 2
Since G, and hence G', has a unique generic type, it is easy to see that
for every generic element x' of G' over K, K(x') — K(a * x' * b) for all
a, b e G'(K) = G' n Km+X. Now let K0 be countable with F ± K0 ^ K,
containing all the parameters needed to define Qx, ... , Qm . By cox-saturation
of K we find b e G'(K) generic over Ko, x e G' generic over K; i.e., x
and b are two independent realizations of the generic type of G' over ^o • We
have
• x * b e Kq(xv , bu : \v\ = 31), since if x = (xx, ... , xm+x) and b =

(bx, ... , bm+x) then

x * b = (Rj(x^, bTa),Qx(Rj(xTa,K)z) ,-■-, Qm(Rj(xTa,Kh)),
for some 1 < j < n. So x *b e K$(xv, yv : \v\ — 31), since \a\ = I

and |t| = 21. Furthermore
• x * b e K(x) since x * b e K(x * b) and K(a * x * b) = K(x) for all a ,

b e G'(K), in particular when a = 1.
By the choice of x, x is independent from K over K$ which is equivalent
to A^o(^) and K being linearly disjoint over K0, see [5, Proposition 36]. So
Kq(xv: \v\ = 31) and K are linearly disjoint over Äo, hence Kq(xv: \v\ = 31)
and K(x) are linearly disjoint over K0(x). Then also K0(xu, bv: \v\ = 31)
and K(x) are linearly disjoint over Ko(x, bv: \v\ = 31). Here we used the

following fact from algebra [9, p. 162], noting also that x e K0(xu: \u\ = 31)

and that bv e K (see Figure 2):
If the two fields L and K are linearly disjoint over F then for
any x e L, L and K(x) are linearly disjoint over ¿(x).

Therefore x * b e K0(xu , bv : \v\ = 3l)r\K(x) = K0(x, bv : \u\ = 31). For x,
y independent generic elements of G' over K0 we have that tp(x, y/K0) —
tpCv, x/Kq) . This ensures that x * y e K0(x, y„ : \v\ = 31) n K0(xv , y: \v\ =
3/). But x and y being independent over A^o implies that K0(xv: \u\ = 31)
and Ko(yv: \v\ = 31) are linearly disjoint over Kq . So Kq(x„: \v\ = 3/) and
-Ko(* » yv '■\v\ = 3/) are linearly disjoint over A^o(^)• Then Äo(x„, y: \v\ = 31)
and Ko(x, yv: \v\ = 3/) are also linearly disjoint over K0(x, y). This finally
gives x*y e K0(x, y„ : \v\ = 3l)C\K0(xv ,y: \v\- 31) = K0(x, y) (see Figure 3).
Hence in G', multiplication is rational for independent generic elements.
D
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Figure 3
The next proposition allows us to equip G with the structure of a A-algebraic
group.
Proposition 2.5. Let (G, •) ç F" be an infinite, connected, definable group,
F 1=SCFe, such that for independent generic elements a, b e G multiplication

is a rational function (i.e. a • b = R(a, b) with R(X, Y) = (RX(X, Y), ... ,
R„(X, Y)) : Ri(X, Y) e F(X, Y)). Then G can be definablyequippedwith the
structure of a X-algebraic group.
Proof. We have to put a A-variety structure on G such that '•' is a morphism

GxG-,G.
Claim 1. Let V ç G (or Gxn) be an irreducible A-variety and X ç V a
definable set containing the generic of G (or G"). Then X contains a basic
A-open subset of V containing the generic.

X is of the form U,(0,-n C,), O, basic A-open, C, basic A-closedin V.
Let OnC contain the generic. So C contains the generic, but also V - C
does, if it is nonempty, since it is open in V . (Recall: the generic is among the
types with minimal ideal.) Since G has a unique generic, C = V. So O ç V.
This proves the claim.
Now, again by quantifier elimination, G is of the form \J¡(0¡ nC¡), 0¡,
Ci as before. Let Vx= 0¡ n C¡ contain the generic of G. The set {(x, y) e

Vxx Vx: x -y = R(x, y)} is definable and contains the generic of G x G. So by
the claim there is a basic A-open set Wx containing the generic such that for
all x, y e Wx, x • y = R(x, y). Define V2= {x € Vx: for any generic element
y of G independent from x, (y, x) e Wx and (y~x, y • x) e Wx}.
Claim 2. V2 is definable.
Let 4*(y, x) be the formula saying '(y, x) e Wx and (y~x, y • x) e Wx
and let q(y) be the nonforking extension of the generic type of G to Vx. By
stability, q(y) is definable (for details see [11]), i.e., there is a formula rf*F(x)
over Vx such that ^(y, a) e q(y) iff G t=dyV(a), which says that d*¥ defines
V2.
Clearly V2 contains the generic since y being generic over x implies y '
and y -x being generics (see remark (A)). Again there is V^ç V2 basic A-open
in V2 containing the generic. Finally let V = V¡ n F3_1 and W = {(x, y) e

Wx:x,y,x-yeV}r\Vx

V.

Then '•': W —►
V is a morphism as it is given by R(X, Y).
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For a e V and x e G generic over a , (x, a) eW and (x-1, x • a) eW.
As in [12, p. 143] it follows now that for a, b e G, Ua^ = {(x, y) e V x
V : a • x • b • y e V} is basic A-open in V x V and the map (x, y) h->a • x • b • y
is a morphism from Uab to V.
For c e G put a = c - XqX and b = 1. Then the section of x = xo gives
Vc= VC\c~xV = {y e V: c-y e V} is basic A-open in V and the map y *->c-y
is a morphism from Vc to V .
Since F is a definable set containing the generic of G, finitely many translates aV of V cover G (see remark (A) above). This gives a definable Avariety structure on G. By the above, for a, b e G, Uc-\.aj, = {(x,y) G
FxF:a-X'(?'ye
cV} is A-open in F x V and (x, y) *-*c~x -a-x-b-y
is a
rational function from Uc-\.ab to F which makes'•'a morphism on G. D
Main Theorem 2.6. Any infinite group (G, •) interpretable in a separably closed
field F of finite Ersov-invariant is definably isomorphic to an F-algebraic group.
Proof. By 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5 it suffices to show that any A-algebraic group is
definably isomorphic to an ¿-algebraic group. The data of a A-algebraic group
involve only finitely many basic A-closed subsets of F" for some « (the charts
Ui and the Ui\Uij). So by Lemma 1.1 there is a definable bijection <P:Fn ->
Fm for some m < co such that 4>(C/,-)and<P(t/,j) are ¿-closed. One can
check that the bijection $ turns ¿-rational functions into ¿-rational functions;
this says, given an F rational map R: F" -> F" (or R: F" x Fn -, F")
then the map S = O o R o $>-• : Fm -, Fm (or S: Fm x Fm -, Fm with
S(x, y) = <!>(R(<S>-X(x),
<P_1(y)))) is an ¿-rational function as well. (Note:
This fact is implicitly contained in Delon's quantifier elimination result, see
[5, Proposition 35].) Hence the image of the A-algebraic group G under the
definable bijection $ is an ¿-algebraic group. G

In order to prove an analogue of Rosenlicht's theorem (see [13 and 12, 4.7])
we need a preliminary

lemma.

Lemma 2.7. Let G be a definable subgroup of GLn(F) for some « < co, the
(definable) group of invertible « x n-matrices over F. Then G is definably
isomorphic to an F-closed subgroup H of GLm(F) for some m <co.
Note. We consider GLn(F) as the ¿-closed subset
{(Xij,y)x<i,j<n:

det((x„))

-y = 1} c F"2+x.

Proof. Throughout the first part of this proof we make the following minor
change in notation. We will use indices î e {0,...,p-l}f
=/,
tuples
of length e over the set {0, ... ,p - 1} to index the basis B = {mo =
1, mx, ... , «v_i} of F over Fp. So now, B = {mx: t e pe}, where
mx = a\l • • • ale for x = (xx, ... , ie). (Remember: {ax, ... , ae} is the fixed
p-basis.) Furthermore, we can add (and subtract) elements in pe coordinatewise modulo p. So, as before, x = YJT^„eXPmT. The following map a is

definable in F :
a: F -, Mpe(F),

X >-, (X^^pe

^£pe ,

where Mpe(F) is the ring of pe x /^-matrices over F , where we think of the
rows and columns being indexed by elements of {0, ... , p - 1}e, and where
X%v ~ Xt/_Ti2|

• • • ae ,
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if T,< i/,,

\ 1

if T, > Vi .

Note that the first row of a(x) consists of the elements xT, x e pe.
example, for p = 2, e = 1, x = Xq + x\ m , and
a(x)=(Xo

\x0m
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Xx).

xoj

One can check that a is a ring embedding. Therefore the following map ß is
a group embedding:
ß: GLn(F) -, GLn.pe(F),

(xy) ~ (a(x,7)) ;

here every entry Xy is replaced by the matrix a(xy). Notice that the elements
Xyt for 1 < i, j < n, x e pe occur as certain entries in the matrix ß((xjj)).
All other entries of ß((Xjj)) are given by definable linear combinations of the
XyT over F.

Now let G < GLn(F) be defined by a boolean combination of formulas of
the form f(xya , ... , Xy„k, 1 < i, j < n) = 0 (in the old notation), where /
is a polynomial over F, and the o¡ are of fixed length /. Iterate the map ß I
times and get a definable map ßl: GLn(F) -, GLn ,.e(F). For (xy) e GLn(F),
ß'((Xjj)) is a matrix with certain entries equal to Xya for all 1 < /', j < n,
a e (pe)<<0with \a\ = I, and all other entries are given by polynomials over F
in these x(Jff's.

Now ßl(G) = H is definably isomorphic to G and, as a subgroup of
GLn,pl.e(F), H is quantifier-free definable in the pure language of fields. This
says that H is a constructable subgroup of GLnpt, with respect to the

¿-Zariski-topology.

Now it follows, as in [1, Proposition 1.3(c)], that H is

¿-closed in GLnpl.e(F).

D

We now prove Rosenlicht's theorem for infinite groups interpretable in SCFe .

For details see [12, 4.f]:
Corollary 2.8. Let G be a connected infinite group interpretable in a separably
closed field F of finite Ersov-invariant. Then G/Z(G) is definably isomorphic
to a linear F-algebraic group.
Note. By a linear ¿-algebraic group we mean an ¿-closed subgroup of GL^(F)
for some N <co. Here Z(G) denotes the center of G.
Proof. By Theorem 2.6 we can assume that G is an ¿-algebraic group. Show
that G acts on the local ring A or rational functions defined in a neighborhood
of the identity e by fg(x) = f(gxg~x). Furthermore G preserves M" , where

M = ({f e F[G]: f(e) = 0}), the maximal ideal of A. A/M" is a finitedimensional vector space over F. The action of G on A/M" is definable,
given by rational functions, and linear. So for all n e co, Gn = {g e G :
fg = /, v/ e A/M"} is an ¿-closed subset of G with Gn+Xç G„. Since
all G„ are closed there is m e co such that G„ = Gm V« > m. This shows
that Gm = Z(G) and so G/Z(G) is definably embedded in GLd(F), where
d = dim(A/Mm) as a vector space over F . Now by Lemma 2.7, G/Z(G) is
definably isomorphic to an ¿-closed subgroup of GL^(F) for some ./V. D
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The following remark will be needed in the next section. Throughout
denotes the algebraic (field-)closure of F .

F

Remark 2.9. Let G be a connected linear ¿-algebraic group (i.e., an irreducible
¿-closed subgroup of GL„(F)). Then the Zariski-closure & of G in GLn(F)
is a connected, linear algebraic group which is defined over F . Moreover, G
consists of the ¿-rational points of & , i.e., G = S? n GL„(F), and clearly G
is dense in &.
Note. We say that a connected linear algebraic group 3? < GLn(F) is defined

over F if its (prime) ideal /-(£") = {/ e F[XX,...,

X„2+x]:f(x) = 0 for all

x e 9} is generated by elements of F[X].
Proof of Remark 2.9. [1, Proposition 1.3(b)] shows that & is a (closed) subgroup of GLn(F) which is defined over F. By [1, Proposition 1.2], .f0 is
also defined over F . Therefore, since G is irreducible (as an ¿-closed group),
f°nG=
G. Hence ^° = 9, so & is connected. Since G is ¿-closed, it

follows that G = "§ n GL„(F). This completes the proof.
Observe that, given the prime ideal I = //-(G) = {/ e ¿[X]: /(3c) = 0 for
all x e G} of G over F, the ideal of & over F is J = I • F[X]. It is easy
to show that / is prime, and obviously generated by elements of F[X].

D

3. The fields

Throughout let F \= SCFe with e < co, K an infinite field interpretable,
hence definable in F. We want to show that K is definably isomorphic to a
finite extension of F .

Lemma 3.1. Any infinite, definable, multiplicative subgroup M < F* (= F {0}) contains (F*)p for some I < co.
Proof. M is of the form \J¡(Oi n C,) where O, is basic A-open defined by

Pi(xö) t¿ 0, C¡ basic A-closeddefined by Aj Qy(x¿) = 0, P¡, Qi¡ polynomials
over F, all a of fixed length /. We show (F*)p ç M :
Mn(F*)p' is defined by

V /*«(^o,o,...,o>,0,...,0)?ÉOA/\e0-(jc<o,...,o>,0,...,0)
A

/\

=0

xa = 0

<^<0,...,0)

which is equivalent to

3ylx = yplA\J P/(y)*0A/\oi;(y) = 0
where P[(y) = P,(y, 0, ... , 0) and Q\j(y) = Qy(y, 0, ... , 0).
Hence Mn(F*)p' is finite or cofinite in (F*)pl. But Mn(F*)pl is an infinite
subgroup of M, since it contains Mp which is isomorphic to M. Therefore
Mn(F*)pl = (F*)P'. D
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Corollary 3.2. An infinite, definable subfield K of F is a finite extension of some
Fp (and definably isomorphic to a finite extension of F).
Proof. By Lemma 3.1 K contains Fp for some I < co. [F : Fp ] = pe'1 < co
and so K is a finite extension of Fp . O: F -» Fp with <P(x) = xp is an
isomorphism. So <¡>~X(K)is a finite extension of F (viewed as a vector space
over ¿).
D

Remark 3.3. Let L be a finite (hence purely inseparable) extension of F. F
is definable in L, since F is a finite extension of LP for some I < co. We
may view the field L as a finite-dimensional vector space over F, hence as an
(¿,+,-,-,_I
, 0, l)-structure, with the same definable sets as the ¿-structure
L. Likewise we may view F as an ¿-structure, with the same definable sets as
the ¿-structure F.

Since K is definable in the stable theory SCFe it is itself stable. So by [12,
Theorem 5.10] K has a unique generic type which is generic for multiplication
and addition. From now on we work with the definable group K+ x K* (K*
acts on K+ by multiplication) which is therefore connected. It is centerless, so
by 2.8 we can assume it to be a linear ¿-algebraic group.
Lemma 3.4. Let K be as above. Then char(A^) = char(¿) = p.
Proof. Since K+ is abelian it is definably isomorphic to a subgroup of the
upper triangular matrices over a finite extension L of F (see [8, 15.4]). Let
cpi: K+ —►
L* be the group homomorphism which maps an element of K+ to
the i'th elements of its diagonal (where K+ is in upper triangular form over

L). cpi is definable and K+/ Ker(^) ~ lm(g>¡)< L*.
Case 1. char(ÄT) = 0. Then K+, hence K+/K.er(tp¡) and lm(<p) are
divisible. But, by 3.1 and 3.3, L* has no nontrivial divisible definable subgroup.

So Irm>,) = {l}.
Case 2. char(iT) = q > 0. Then Im(p;) is a subgroup of ¿* of exponent
q. But ¿* contains only finitely many elements of order q. K+ is connected,
so Inu>/) = {1}.
So K+ is given by unipotent matrices. Since char(L) = p , the order of any
unipotent matrix over L is a power of p . Hence char(/C) = p . D
Proposition 3.5. K (as above) is definably isomorphic to a subfield of a finite
extension of F.
Proof. As before K+ can be identified with a connected, unipotent, linear Falgebraic group which, by Remark 2.9 consists of the ¿-rational points of some
connected, commutative, linear algebraic group V+ (in F) of exponent p.
(Note: Since K+ is dense in V+ , V+ satisfies the same polynomial identities
over F as K+ does.) V+ is definably isomorphic to a closed subgroup of a
vector group ¿+ x • •• x ¿+ and hence to a vector group W itself, see [8, pp.

127, 130, 131].
In the same way K* can be identified with the ¿-rational points of some
connected, commutative, linear algebraic group V* (in F). We know K* acts

on K+ by multiplication.
Claim I. V* acts on V+ (and therefore on the vector group W).
Note:
V* and V+ are connected, closed subgroups of GLn(F) for some «.
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V* and V+ are defined over F (see Remark 2.9); and for If (K*), the ideal
of K* over F , and If(V*), the ideal of V* over F , we have

I~(V*) = IF(K*)-F[X]

and

IF(K*) = I?(V*) n F[X] = IF(V*).

And the same for K+ and V+ :
I~(V+) = IF(K+) - F[X]

and

IF(K+) = I~(V+) nF[X] = IF(V+).

We first show that K* acts on V+. For all x e_^+ and ?eT
we have
xg e K+. This says P(X) e IF(K+) implies ¿«(X) 6 IF(K+) where ¿*(X)
is such that Pg(xg) = P(x). (Note: The action is given by conjugation in
GL„(F).) But IF(K+) = IF(V+). Hence xg e V+ for all x € V+ , g e K*.
Now show that V* jicts on V+. For all y e K* and a e V+ we have
a> e V+. This says P(Y) e IF(K*) implies ¿a(7) e I^(V+) for all a e V+ ,
where ¿fl(Y) is such that Pa(ay) ~ P(y).

But IF(K*) = 7jr(F*).

Hence

a^ e F+ for all y e V*, a e V+ . So F* acts on F+ .
Our goal is to find an algebraically closed field definable in F (as an algebraically closed field) in which K is embedded.
V* is ¿-definably isomorphic to VsxVu, where Vs, Vu are the semisimple,
unipotent parts of V*, respectively. A unipotent matrix over F has order pl
for some /. So there is L < co such that xp e Vs for all x e V*. (Note: V*
is commutative.) Vs is a torus and x >-, xp is a bijection from Vs to Vs (see
[1, Proposition 8.9]). Consider n: V* —*Vs the projection onto the semisimple
part. n\fC' is injective since K* contains no nontrivial elements of order p,
hence no nontrivial unipotent elements. Thus x >-,xp is injective from K* to
K* n Vs.
Claim 2. Vs is a one-dimensional torus, i.e., definably isomorphic to F*.
V* is a connected, commutative linear algebraic group which is defined over
¿.So
Vs is a closed subgroup defined over F (see [1, Theorem 10.6]). Vs is
diagonalisable and split over a finite separable extension of F, hence over F
itself; i.e., Vs is isomorphic (over ¿) to Dm(F) for some m , a diagonal group
over F.
To prove that m = 1 it suffices to show that for some prime q with (p, q) =
1 all the ¿7throots of unity in Vs lie inside K*. (Then there are at most q many
and so m = 1 .) But for aq: Vs -, Vs with aq(x) = x" , Ker(a,) ç Vsn¿ g K*
(see [1, Proposition 8.9]), which proves that there is an isomorphism a: F* —>
Vs.

We summarize the situation: K* is embedded (via x h->xp ) in a onedimensional torus which is definably isomorphic (over ¿) to F* and which is
acting on a vector group W in which W+ is definably embedded.
The field structure of K is given on the set A^*U{0}as follows: multiplication
correspondes to multiplication in K*, addition is given by the action on an
element a e W which corresponds to a nonzero element from K+ ; i.e., for
x , y, z e K*: x@y = z iff ax + ay = az, where © is addition on K* U {0},

'+' is addition in W . [Notice: This action might be defined over some finite
extension L of F since V+ —>W is defined over some L D F.] Moreover
a = (ax, ... , an) can be chosen such that a, ^ 0 V/', since {x: x, ^ 0 for
/=!,...,«}
is open in W and K+ is dense in V+ ~ W. This field structure
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on K* U {0} is definably isomorphic to the field structure on lm(K*) under
x h->xp given in the same manner, since forx,
y, zeK:x
+ y = z iff
xpL+ypL

= zpL (char = p).

Claim 3. The action of Fs on If is linear, in particular given by diagonal

matrices.
The action of an element i of Fs on If is an ¿-definable automorphism
of W. (Here we mean an isomorphism as algebraic groups; the inverse is also
an isomorphism since it is given by conjugation of matrices.) So s and s~x
act as a sequence of ¿»-polynomials (see [12, p. 77]) and it follows that this
action is linear; i.e., Vs =* H < GL(W). By [1, 8.4] the action of Vs on W is
diagonalisable; i.e., there is a suitable basis for W such that H is a diagonal
group 3¡ C Dn(F) ; i.e., there is an isomorphism ß : Vs -, 3S.
Claim 4. The orbit as of a e W under 3 together with 0 form a subgroup

of W.
We have F* -^ Vs-, 3S -^i F* where n¡ is the projection on the z'thdiagonal
element. So n,o ß o a for i = Í,...,
n are characters of F* which are all of
the form x >-, xm (me J an integer). Hence
( /x"1'

3= (

o\

0

0

IV o

0
xm"J

0

xeF*

>

for some m¡ e3".

Via ß, K* is embedded in 2. So 2 contains an infinite subgroup U (isomorphic to K*) such that au U {0} (=K+) is a subgroup of W (since the
action of U corresponds to the field multiplication).

Subclaim (a), m, ^ 0 for all / = 1,...,«

.

Suppose without loss of generality mx = 0, i.e.,

0

( /!

0 \

Xm2

0

xeF*

Uo -

0

X' ,)

But then, since ax ^ 0, for x, y e U :

I a2x<"_\
m2

\anxm"/

+

( aiyr \
">2

¿az

Vz 6 F*

\anym»)

which gives a contradiction.
Subclaim (b). {0} is the only finite orbit of W under the action of 3 .
Since m, ^ 0 vï there are no single-element orbits except {0} . Furthermore
there cannot be any orbits O of length 2 < « < co since a: Vs—>Sym(O) gives
Vsl Ker(a) ~ Im(a) which is finite, but Vs is connected.
We know that au U{0} is a subgroup of W. Hence au U {0} , the (Zariski-)
closure of au U {0} , is a subgroup of W as well (see [1, Proposition 1.3(b)]).

Subclaim (c). av u {0} = a3 u {0} .
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First show a2 U {0} is closed in W : By [8, p. 60] each orbit in W is a
locally closed subset of W whose boundary is a union of orbits of strictly lower
dimension. So by Subclaim (b) the boundary of a3 is empty or {0} . [Since
2 is one-dimensional, any orbit is at most one-dimensional.] Hence a3 U {0}
is closed._
So au U {0} is an infinite closed subset of a3 u {0} which is closed, irreducible and one-dimensional. Thus au U {0} = a3 U {0} is a subgroup of

W.
Now we are in the situation to apply Zil'ber's field theorem, see [12, Theorem
3.7], in the theory of the algebraically closed field F :
Vs is an infinite, definable, abelian group acting (definably) faithfully on the
infinite abelian group a3 u {0} which is ^-minimal (since it is an orbit). So
there is a definable field 3¡P with ^+ ~ a3 U {0} and the action of Vs on
a3 U {0} corresponds to multiplication in P%P
; or in our case P%P*~ Vs. We
have K definably (over ¿) embedded in P%.
Now P% is ¿-definably isomorphic to ¿ , by [12, Theorem 4.15], via a map
X which is defined over some extension ¿' of F. % carries K into a subfield
of some finite extension of F . (Notice: Since algebraically closed fields have
quantifier elimination, the defining formula of x can be interpreted in F for
elements of K, i.e., x restricted to K is definable in F .) G

Main Theorem 3.6. Any infinite field K which is interpretable in a separably
closed field F of a finite Ersov-invariant is definably isomorphic to a finite (hence
purely inseparable) extension of F.
Proof. By 3.5 K is definably isomorphic to a subfield E of a finite extension
L of F. So by 3.2 and 3.3 E contains Fp' for some I < co. But Fp> is
definably isomorphic to F via x t-+ ifx which carries E to a finite extension
of ¿. G
Note. The proof also shows that K is definably isomorphic to a subfield k of
F such that k is a finite extension of F" for some I < co.
Remark 3.7. Any finite extension L of a separably closed field F of finite
Ersov-invariant is itself separably closed and of the same Ersov-invariant.
Proof. A field K is separably closed iff the minimal polynomial over K of any
algebraic element over K is of the form xpm —c, c e K. So let a be an
element algebraic over ¿. Then the minimal polynomial min¿(a) of a over
L divides the minimal polynomial minF(a) of a over F . But minF(a) is of
the form xpm - c, c e F, which has only one root (in ¿). Hence minL(a)
cannot be separable (i.e., cannot have distinct roots).
To see that L has the same invariant as F let e(K) denote the Ersov-

invariant of a field K of characteristic p . Clearly e(L) < e(F) (to increase e
we have to adjoin transcendentals). On the other hand [L : F] < co, so there
is « < co such that Lp" < F and [¿ : Lp"\ is finite. e(L) = e(LP") since for
{ax, ... , ae} a ¿»-basis of L, {af , ... , ap„} is a p-basis of Lp". Therefore,
as above, e(F) < e(Lp") = e(L) which gives e(F) = e(L). G
Now we want to discuss the question whether finite extensions of ¿(t= SCFf)
are (definably) isomorphic to F. Note: If F is a saturated model of SCFe,
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then any finite extension L of F is also saturated, since L is definable in F .
Hence L is isomorphic (but not necessarily definably so) to F with respect to
the pure field language.
Proposition 3.8. Any definable field endomorphism 4>: F —>E onto a subfield
E < F is of the form x »->xp" for some « > 0.
Proof. By compactness (as in the proof of 2.4) there are rational functions
Rx, ... , Rm over F such that Vx e F, <D(x) G {R\(x¿), ... , Rm(x¿)} where,
as usual, x7 = (xa.,... , xa ), \a¡\ = I. So for x e Fp ,

xe{Rl(xo-,0,...,0),...,Rm(Xo,0,...,0)}
where Ö=(0, ... ,0). Note: x$ = i/x. Let R\(y) = R¡(y, 0, ... ,0).
Let Fp°° = f)„ea>FP" an algebraically closed field.
Claim. <&\Fp°°
, O restricted to Fp°°, is a field endomorphism of ¿p°° which
definable in ¿p°° as an algebraically closed field.
Clearly O induces a field endomorphism of ¿p°°. Since Fp°° ç Fp , <P(x) e
{R'¡( i/x): i = \, ... ,m} for x e Fp°°. For any definable set A ç F there
is N < co such that for all « > N, An Fp" is finite or cofinite in Fp" (same
proof as in 3.1). So for any ¿-definable subset A of F, An Fp°° is finite
or cofinite in Fp°° and therefore ¿-definable (as an algebraically closed field).
Furthermore there is j e {\, ... , m} such that i>(x) = R'j( i/x) for all but
finitely many bx, ... ,bke Fp°°.
Now let X be the graph of the function 8 : F -» F given by

' R'j( ifx)
Q(x) = < 0

.3>(A)

if defined and x i {bx, ... , bk},
if R'j( i/x) is not defined and x i {bx, ... , bk},

ifx = ¿>,.

X is definable in F . FpX -<F as algebraically closed fields. So by definability
of types for stable theories (see [11]), In (¿p°° x Fp°°) is definable in Fp°°.
But X n (Fp°° x Fp°°) is the graph of <t>|F„°°. This proves the claim.
So 0|f„°o is of the form x *-, xp" for some n e 3P, since any definable field
endomorphism of an algebraically closed field of characteristic p is such, see

[12, p. 77].
Now consider L =
of F, hence contains
then for an arbitrary
y = xp" for <I>(x) =

{x e F: <t>(x)= xp"}. L is an infinite, definable subfield
Fp for some / > 0. But if O(x) = xp" for all x e Fp
xeF,
<I>(x)= y implies ^(x^') = yp> = (xp")pl. So
xp" for all xeF.
Furthermore « > 0 otherwise <E>

would not be defined on all of F . G
Corollary 3.9. Let F N SCFf with e < co.
(a) If e = \ then any finite extension L of F is definably isomorphic to F
(with respect to the pure language of fields).
(b) For 2 < e < co there are finite extensions L of F which are not definably isomorphic to F.
Note. Since L is definable in F and F is definable in L, it is irrelevant
whether we work in L or in F .
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Proof, (a) If e — 1, any finite extension L of ¿ is of the form ¿( py/d) for
some m < co, where {a} is the p-basis of F. Then it is easy to see that
F = Um .

(b) For {ax, ... ,ae} a p-basis of F , let L = F(tfa~[). By Proposition 3.8,
any definable field endomorphism of L is of the form x \-, xp". Hence it is
either the identity on L or it is not surjective onto F . G

4. The infinite

invariant

The following result about separably closed fields of infinite Ersov-invariant
emerged from a conversation with A. Macintyre.

Theorem 4.1. Let K be an infinite field definable in F t=SCFqo. Then K is
separably closed of infinite Ersov-invariant with char(A^) = char(¿) = p .
Proof. We work in the language of pure fields and view SCFoo as He<(1)SCFe .
This means, if Fe 1=SCFe for all e < co then for any nonprincipal ultrafilter
y on co the ultraproduct Y[e<œFel&~ = ¿ is a model of SCF^ .

Now let O be the definition of the field K. So there is a filter set A e S*
such that <I>defines a field Le in Fe.

For any filter set B e 5* we have

D = AnBeSr
and K = \\e^DLeIS^D where SrD= {XnD: X e^} .
Claim. D = {e e A : Le is infinite } eSr.
Suppose D £ S*~.Then S = {e e A : Le is a finite field} = (co\D) n A e &.
So, by the above, K = T[eeSLel&s, which is a pseudofinite field. But this
contradicts the stability of K, since pseudofinite fields are unstable, see [6].
This proves the claim.
Hence D e S* and K = Y\eeDLe/&j). By 3.6 and 3.7, Le is a separably
closed field of characteristic p of Ersov-invariant e for all e e D. It follows
that K is separably closed of characteristic p . K has infinite Ersov invariant
since {e e D: e > eo} eS^

for all eo e co.

o
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